
MAX CAMERON
Pittsburgh, PA 
(724) 554-8562
cameronmj89@gmail.com
maxcameron.squarespace.com

EDUCATION
Carnegie Mellon University

Master of Entertainment Technology

Expected 2023

Carnegie Mellon University / Pittsburgh, PA  
ETC Woodshop Teacher Assistant      

-Manage a schedule of training sessions as well as the inventory of the woodshop and paint room.

-Communicate with the student body with protocol for using the woodshop and getting trained.

Alfred University

Bachelor of the Arts

Graduated 2012

2008-20122021-PRESENT

TEAM PROJECTS

TOOLS

WORK EXPERIENCE
2021-PRESENT

Kelly Custom Furniture and Cabinetry / Pittsburgh, PA  
Finisher/Woodworker     

-Assisted a full production furniture shop with the design, building, finishing and installation of cabinetry.

-Interpreted client feedback to ensure their satisfaction of our product.

-Drove decision making and impromptu design changes while in the shop and at installation sites.

Pittsburgh Center for the Arts / Pittsburgh, PA
Assistant Facilities Manager    

-Collaborated with a team that handled and installed artwork at the PCA and Pittsburgh Filmmakers 

-Worked with PCA instructors to ensure classes were prepared for students

-Managed a schedule of maintaining cleanliness and functionality of all buildings and galleries

2016-2021

2014-2016

-Adobe Illustrator

-Adobe Photoshop

-Autodesk Maya

-Garageband

-Audacity

-ProTools

-Zbrush

-Procreate

-Woodworking

OTHERAUDIOPRODUCTION

BVW projects  were created as part of CMU’s Building Virtual Worlds class. BVW is a rapid prototyping course where students are 
placed in interdisciplinary groups of 5 people and in 2 weeks must create an interactive game on a variety of platforms.

Sound Designer - Pyramid Panic! | Celestial | Peek-A-Book | Farewell | The Keys of Obliteration

-Designed, directed and/or created all sound effects, music and dialog using a variety of audio tools.

Producer  - Celestial | Farewell

-Maintained a positive work environment and and brought team creative consensus to increase morale.

-Prioritized team needs and itemized tasks to increase productivity.

-Managed team conflict through open communication about the issues at hand.

FALL 2021

-Google Workspace

-Trello

-Slack

BVW PROJECTS

PRESENT COLORIZE  - Producer - Creating hardware prototypes to engage kids (K - 2nd) with light color theory.

- Manage multiple contacts including our client and schools in the Greater Pittsburgh Area to coordinate

    and schedule play-testing opportunities.

- Coordinate and facilitate meetings with team, faculty and our client.

- Communicate effectively with teammates to identify their needs and aquire resources to ensure their

    progress.


